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EC442 Problem Set 2 Ling Zhu, University of Maryland Due at the beginning of the class on Wed, Feb 19, 2013



Warning: answers without derivation or explanation receive no credit. If you work in groups, you still need to hand in an independent write-up. Identical write-ups will receive no credit. Also remember to put down the names of your group-mates.



1. More on Current Account and Trade Balance Suppose a small open economy has zero net foreign asset position in the initial period as well as at the end of period T , that is B0∗ = BT∗ = 0. Prove the following two equations using the current account identities you learned from lecture one, and provide a brief intuitive explanation why the equations hold: a). CA1 + CA2 + . . . + CAT = 0. T BT T B3 T B2 b). T B1 + 1+r ∗ + (1+r ∗ )2 + . . . + (1+r ∗ )T −1 = 0.



2. Empirical Exercise The following three questions build on the empirical exercise in PS1. 2.1 Compare the recent development of the U.S. current account balance using data from the answer to 3.1 in PS1. Find which component of current account is driving the change and provide possible explanations for the change in U.S. current account. 2.2 Compute the U.S. current account balance for year 2007, 2009 and 2011 from NIIP data using the equation ∗ CAt = Bt∗ − Bt−1 (1) You can find the US NIIP data from BEA like you did for PS1. Then compare your results to the U.S. current account balance from the answer to 3.1. of PS1. Do they match? If not, explain why equation (1) does not hold here. 2.3 In the answer to 3.3 of PS1, identify countries that have any significant change in the current account or trade balance between 2007 and 2009. Describe the changes and comment on possible explanations for the changes in each country you identify.



3. Two period endowment economy Consider a two period endowment economy we studied in lecture 2: a household is endowed with Q1 units of goods in period one and Q2 units of goods in period two. The goods are perishable, 1



hence the household cannot store the endowment from period one to be consumed in period two. However, the household has access to international capital market by buying and issuing bonds, the world interest rate is r∗ . We assume the household has zero initial bond holding, that is B0∗ = 0. Let household’s utility over the two periods be U (C1 , C2 ) = ln(C1 ) + βln(C2 ), where β is called the 1 discount factor (it discounts tomorrow’s utility to today’s value), and we let β = 1+r ∗ . Answer the following questions: a). set up the first period consumer budget constraint; b). set up the second period consumer budget constraint; c). derive the intertemporal consumer budget constraint; d). solve for optimal levels of {C1 , C2 , B1∗ } in terms of the exogenous variables {r∗ , β, Q1 , Q2 }; e). find {T B1 , CA1 , T B2 , CA2 } in terms of the exogenous variables; f). find the signs of {T B1 , CA1 , T B2 , CA2 } when Q1 = Q2 and interpret your findings; g). find the signs of {T B1 , CA1 , T B2 , CA2 } when Q1 > Q2 and interpret your findings; h). find the signs of {T B1 , CA1 , T B2 , CA2 } when Q1 < Q2 and interpret your findings; For the following three questions, consider the scenario that the government imposes a capital control regime such that the household is not allowed to borrow from abroad in the first period (but they can still save by buying bonds in the international capital market), that is B1∗ ≥ 0: i). would your answer to part d change when Q1 = Q2 ? If the answer is yes, derive the new optimal levels of {C1 , C2 , B1∗ } in terms of the exogenous variables; j). would your answer to part d change when Q1 > Q2 ? If the answer is yes, derive the new optimal levels of {C1 , C2 , B1∗ } in terms of the exogenous variables; k). would your answer to part d change when Q1 < Q2 ? If the answer is yes, derive the new optimal levels of {C1 , C2 , B1∗ } in terms of the exogenous variables. For the following three questions, consider the scenario that the rest of the world imposes a sanction on the country such that the domestic household is not allowed to save by buying bonds in the international capital market in the first period, but the household could still borrow by selling bonds in the international capital market, that is B1∗ ≤ 0: l). would your answer to part d change when Q1 = Q2 ? If the answer is yes, derive the new optimal levels of {C1 , C2 , B1∗ } in terms of the exogenous variables; m). would your answer to part d change when Q1 > Q2 ? If the answer is yes, derive the new optimal levels of {C1 , C2 , B1∗ } in terms of the exogenous variables; n). would your answer to part d change when Q1 < Q2 ? If the answer is yes, derive the new optimal levels of {C1 , C2 , B1∗ } in terms of the exogenous variables. Hint: to derive the expressions of the new optimal levels of {C1 , C2 , B1∗ } in parts i-n, you do not have to set up the new constrained optimization problem, instead you can use the graphical derivation we learned in class.



4. Read page 1-5 of LASER in the NIIP folder (of the reading folder on ELMS), and answer the following questions: How would a unilateral domestic currency depreciation (against all the other currencies) at t affect V each of the terms on the left hand side of equation (2) for US, which are T Bt , N ET IN V IN Gt , V ALM t and V ALXR t ? Discuss what happens under different currency compositions of foreign financial liabilities, for example what if all foreign liabilities were in foreign currencies/domestic currencies. 2



5. Two period production economy Consider a two period production economy we studied in lecture three. The household is endowed with K0H = 1 units of initial capital, and B0∗ = 0. The country is a small open economy, meaning the household has access to international bond market, and domestic interest rate equals to the world q F ∗ interest rate r¯ = 25%. The firm’s production function has the form Qt = At Kt for t = 1, 2, where A1 = A2 = 2. Firm takes rental price of capital {r1 , r2 } as given and chooses how much capital to rent, {K1F , k2F } to maximize profit in each period. Household owns the firm, so the firm’s profit goes to the household in each period. The household takes {π1 , π2 , r1 , r2 , r∗ , K0H } as given and chooses {C1 , C2 , K1H , K2H , B1∗ , B2∗ } to maximize its lifetime welfare ln(C1 ) + βln(C2 ) subject to its budget constraints. As in the previous question, we assume β = 1+1r¯∗ . Last, we also assume capital fully depreciates after use. Answer the following questions: a). write down firm’s period-one profit-maximization problem, and solve for firm’s optimal production decision in period one (firm’s period-one FOC); b). write down firm’s period-two profit-maximization problem, and solve for firm’s optimal production decision in period two (firm’s period-two FOC); c). write down capital market clearing condition in period one and period two; d). solve for K1F , r1 and π1 (the answer should be numerical values); e). write down household’s period one budget constraint; f). write down household’s period two budget constraint; g). write down household’s optimization problem, and derive the first order conditions; h). solve for r2 , K2F , K1H and π2 (the answer should be numerical values); i). derive the resource constraint from the profit functions and household’s budget constraints; j). solve for C1 , C2 from the resource constraint and the household’s first order conditions (the answer should be numerical values); k). solve for the net international investment position at the end of period one B1∗ (the answer should be numerical values); l). solve for domestic savings S1 and domestic investment I1 in period one (the answer should be numerical values); m). solve for trade balance T B1 and current account CA1 in period one (the answer should be numerical values); n). solve for trade balance T B2 , and current account CA2 in period two (the answer should be numerical values); For the following five questions, consider the scenario that there is a sudden productivity shock in period two, such that for each level of capital, we can now produce twice as much output as before, i.e. A2 = 4. We assume productivity in period one does not change, A1 = 2. o). what is the level of investment I1 in the new equilibrium (the answer should be numerical values)? Is it higher or lower than the I1 found in part (I), or equal, and why (provide an economic intuition for your answer)? p). what is the level of saving S1 in the new equilibrium (the answer should be numerical values)? Is it higher or lower than the S1 found in part (I), or equal, and why (provide an economic intuition for your answer)? q). what is the level of current account CA1 in the new equilibrium (the answer should be numerical values)? Is it higher or lower than the CA1 found in part (m), or equal, and why (provide an economic intuition for your answer)?
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